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HS2 Stakeholder Summit: The Environmental Impacts  
9am- 1pm, 15th October 
The Oculus, Aylesbury Vale, Gatehouse Rd, Aylesbury 
 
 

09.00 Registration 
 

09.15  
 

Welcome and introduction Sir Henry Aubrey-Fletcher 

09.20 Work to date - Buckinghamshire County 
Council  
 

Cllr Valerie Letheren and Cllr Martin Tett 
 

09.25 
 

MPs Statement on HS2 Rt Hon John Bercow MP 
Rt Hon Dominic Grieve MP  
 

09.30 
 

High Speed 2 – Progress Update Sir Brian Briscoe, Chairman of HS2 Ltd 
Peter Miller, HS2 Ltd Environment Lead 
 

09.50 
 

DfT update Philip Graham, Deputy Director of High 
Speed Rail, Department for Transport 
 

10.00 
 

Questions  

 
10.30 
 

 
Coffee 

10.50 
 

The Impact of HS2 on Natural Beauty Steve Rodrick, Chief Officer -Chilterns 
AONB Chiltern Conservation Board 
 

11.10 
 

HS1 – Coalition working for the Natural 
Environment 
 

Pete Raine, previously Chief Executive -
Kent Wildlife Trust 

11.30 
 

HS1 to HS2: experiences and lessons 
from assessing effects on the historic 
environment 
 

George Lambrick, Historic Environment 
Consultant 

11.50 
 

Buckinghamshire Landscape Information 
System (BLIS): a tool for predicting and 
assessing impacts on environment and 
landscape 
 

Mark Bailey, Natural Environment Team 
Manager, Buckinghamshire County 
Council 

12.10 
 

Questions 

12.40 
 

Closing of Summit Cllr Martin Tett 

12.45 
 

Networking and BLIS demonstration   

 



Rt Hon Cheryl Gillan MP 

 

House of Commons, LONDON, SW1A 0AA 

Message from Cheryl Gillan MP to the Buckinghamshire County Council HS2 Stakeholder Summit – 
15th October 2010 

 
I continue to be very concerned about the possible impact on Chesham and Amersham from the 
proposed route for HS2, published by the last Government and currently being evaluated by the 
Department of Transport. 
 
The environment in the Chilterns is unique – hence our AONB status which should act as a 
protection against interventions which could damage our area. 
 
I am making strong representations to the Secretary of State for Transport, ensuring that all the 
information and objections from my constituents are passed directly to his office. I have met with 
him and recently invited him to visit the route through Chesham and Amersham and to have a 
meeting with key local representatives. 
 
I would ask all representative groups to keep me informed of information, questions and advice they 
would like to have answered by HS2 and the Department of Transport (DfT) so that I can ensure that 
they are taken into consideration. 
 
My office is advising constituents on actions they can take and I am making my own enquiries in 
other areas. For example, I have recently asked the Environment Agency if they can carry out an 
environmental impact assessment and I am looking at gathering more information working with 
other parliamentary colleagues along the route.  I will be having another meeting shortly with 
engineers who have produced an alternative route to receive an update of their progress in 
discussions with HS2 and DfT. 
 
I am planning a submission to the Secretary of State for the Environment to commence a debate 
with that Department on the total environmental impact of a High Speed Rail network and would 
welcome any contributions that can be added to my own. 
 
If the HS2 project is progressed, DfT is planning to announce a preferred route at the end of the year 
and they will be carrying out a lengthy consultation in the New Year. If the route chosen is the one 
through Chesham and Amersham this period will be very important in terms of ensuring a focussed 
and well argued case is marshalled against the route. 
 
This is a long process and it will not be settled in the near future so it looks as though we will need a 
sustained campaign.  I am sorry I cannot join you today because of other commitments but can 
assure you of my continuing interest and action against this route. 
 

 



Message from David Lidington MP to the HS2 Stakeholder Summit: The 
Environmental Impacts – 15th October 2010 

The new Transport Secretary, Philip Hammond, was in Aylesbury on Thursday 30 
September as part of his programme of visits to the areas affected by the proposed High 
Speed Two line. Earlier in the day, he had travelled with officials to look at the stretch of 
proposed route that runs through the Aylesbury constituency and it was clear to me from 
what he said during the meeting that he had indeed been to Wendover, Stoke Mandeville, 
Walton Court and Hawkslade and Coldharbour/Fairford Leys.  He had asked me to invite 
“a small number of constituents” to meet him. Aylesbury Vale DC agreed to host the 
meeting in their offices. Around the table we had councillors from all the directly affected 
areas, and the leadership of both District and County Councils.  Some were Conservative, 
some Liberal Democrat and some (like the chairman of Stoke Mandeville Parish Council 
and the Chief Executive of AVDC) were non-party. 

We had just over an hour for the meeting. Of course I and the other local representatives 
would have liked longer but I think that we were able to put to the Secretary of State all the 
main arguments expressed by local people against the route and to challenge the case for 
HS2 as envisaged in the report presented to the previous government. 

Mr Hammond was at pains to make clear that no final decisions had yet been taken and 
that he was continuing to listen to the evidence and the arguments put forward by 
opponents. He added that he himself had challenged his officials and HS2 Ltd about other 
options such as an M1 or an M40 alignment. Having said that, my impression was that he 
is convinced of the need for a high speed rail route between London, Birmingham, 
Manchester, Leeds and Scotland and that at the moment Route 3 remains the preferred 
option of the Transport Department. 

That certainly does not mean that we should give up on our arguments. It does mean that 
we need to engage with the Department of Transport’s arguments in order to challenge 
their conclusions and change their minds.  

There were two arguments in particular which Mr Hammond emphasised. First, he saw 
High Speed Rail as a transformative project for the competitiveness and prosperity of 
Northern and Midlands cities. He drew an explicit comparison between the economic 
impact of the railway revolution in Victorian Britain and the prospects offered by High 
Speed Rail and pointed out that all the United Kingdom’s major economic competitors 
were planning or developing high speed rail projects. What we did not get to the bottom of 
at the meeting was how that ambitious vision for HS2 fitted with the language in the HS2 
Ltd report (March 2010) suggesting that the impact in growth terms of HS2 on Northern 
cities would be relatively modest. I shall be writing to Mr Hammond to follow up this point. 

Second, Mr Hammond said that capacity on the West Coast Main Line would soon be 
exhausted and that something (whether additional rail links, motorways or domestic flights) 
would be needed to meet growing demand. He was challenged at the meeting both on the 
reliability of his Department’s estimate of future demand and on whether, if the underlying 
problem was capacity on the West Coast Main Line, it would not be both cheaper and less 
environmentally destructive to upgrade that route rather than build a completely new high 
speed link. His response was on the latter was that while that alternative might seem 
attractive, it would of necessity require the shutdown or massive dislocation of the West 
Coast Main Line over a long period. As for the estimates of demand, he said that the 
demand modelling done for HS2 was carried out on the same bases as all other transport 
demand modelling. We did have a brief exchange about whether better broadband would 



make HS2 unnecessary. Mr Hammond said that the country would need both. We didn’t 
have time to go into this debate in any depth.  Nor did we explore in enough detail the 
issue of the working assumptions that the Department is making about fare levels on HS2 
and how that might affect the demand for travel. This is another issue that I shall be 
following up by letter. 

Obviously, we did raise with the Secretary of State the question of why, if a High Speed 
Rail link was indeed a national priority, it should go through the Chilterns AONB which has 
been designated as landscape of national importance.  He said that he had asked those 
questions himself but that the alternatives threw up either technical or environmental or 
human problems. In an hour, there was not time to debate particular alternatives, such as 
the M1 or WCML corridors, in any detail (though I did infer from one comment Mr 
Hammond made that he considered a southern alignment along either route 2 or route 2.5 
as being even more environmentally damaging than route 3) and this may be another line 
of argument for the HS2 Action Alliance to research and develop. 

Both councillors and officers from AVDC expressed fears about the impact of the HS2 plan 
on their hopes of attracting more employers to locate in and around Aylesbury. 

Local councillors also raised a number of specific points about the noise and visual impact 
of HS2, if it were to go ahead, on their communities. Mr Hammond said that he and his 
civil servants were keen to discuss how to mitigate the impact of a rail link on local 
residents, suggesting, for example, that the use of embankments in the stretch proposed 
around the West of Aylesbury would significantly reduce the amount of extra noise heard 
by residents there. The Transport Department and HS2 Ltd are due to hold meetings with 
local authorities about noise. I was more than a little perturbed to find that this news had 
not previously been communicated to either AVDC or Bucks CC but the officials travelling 
with Mr Hammond said that they would ensure that the Bucks authorities were included. 

Mr Hammond explained the Department’s planned timetable as follows. Later this year, he 
will announce whether the Government plans to go ahead with HS2 and will at that time 
announce a definite preferred route. If the Government decides to go ahead with HS2, 
then there will be a formal public consultation starting early in 2011 and lasting about six 
months. The Government would then take until about the end of 2011 to decide whether to 
proceed with, amend or abandon its plans. If it decided to proceed, with or without 
changes, a hybrid bill would be drafted in 2012. (Alongside these events, detailed work 
would be done on a route North from Birmingham). A bill would be introduced to 
Parliament in 2013.  If there is an announcement later this year that Mr Hammond wants to 
proceed with HS2, then the public consultation would provide the next opportunity 
seriously to challenge the Department’s thinking. Remember too that it is in the nature of 
how governments operate that they stick to their established policy in public even if they 
are contemplating changes behind the scenes.  

My conclusion overall is that the meeting was certainly worth having but that there is a 
tough battle ahead to persuade the Department of Transport that this route is wrong. As I 
have said all along, it’s not enough just to say that we don’t want this rail link in our area. 
We have to engage seriously with and challenge the assumptions, evidence and 
arguments used by the Department. Detailed evidence, based on thorough and accurate 
research, is our best weapon. 

David Lidington 
Member of Parliament for Aylesbury 
 



Biographies of Presenters  
 
SIR BRIAN BRISCOE 
 
Sir Brian Briscoe is a widely experienced public sector leader, consultant and Board 
member, with a background in local government and planning. He became Chairman of 
HS2 in February 2010, having been a non exec Director since March 2009, he has also 
chaired the CLG Task Group on Gypsies and Travellers, the Reading Independent 
Transport Commission, and the Cambridgeshire Independent Transport Commission. He 
is a member of the Boards of Visit England, LandData, and was a member of the Cabinet 
Office Capability Review team for the Department for Transport.  
 
Until June 2006 he was Chief Executive of the Local Government Association. Appointed 
in 1996 he led the merger of the three former Associations to create the LGA, the single 
voice of local government in England and Wales. He worked closely with Ministers, civil 
servants and local authorities to promote the cause of local government. 
 
From 1990 to 1996 he was Chief Executive of Hertfordshire County Council, and before 
that (1988-1990) was County Planning Officer of Kent. His earlier career as a planner 
included periods in Hertfordshire, West Yorkshire, Herefordshire and Derbyshire. 
 
Born and educated in Newcastle upon Tyne, he read geography at St Catharine’s College, 
Cambridge and is a chartered town planner and chartered surveyor. He is married with 
three sons. He was knighted in the Queen’s Birthday Honours in 2002. 
 
 
PETER MILLER 
 
Peter has recently joined the HS2 Ltd team to lead the environmental management of the 
project.  Peter was involved from the outset of HS2 working with BoozTemple on the 
strategic development of route options based on an Appraisal of Sustainability.   
 
Peter has also advised the development of the Northern Line Extension. He was the Head 
of Environment for the West Coast Route Modernisation (WCRM) environmental 
programme and led the development of the Environmental Impact Assessment and 
Environmental Statement. His experience of major projects stems from his time working 
for British Rail, Railtrack, Schofield Lothian and BoozTemple and includes: the Channel 
Tunnel Rail Link, Thameslink 2000 programme; and the West London Tram Project. 
 
 
STEVE RODRICK 
 
Steve has a degree in Ecology and Forestry from Edinburgh University. He has been Chief 
Officer of the Chilterns Conservation Board (and its predecessors) since 1994 and was 
formerly Director of Central Scotland Countryside Trust. Steve is Chairman of Forestry 
Commission Regional Advisory Committee for the South East and is a Member of National 
Trust Committee for London and the South East. Steve is also a co-opted Member of 
Buckinghamshire Country Landowner and Business Association 
 
 
 
 



PETE RAINE 
 
After an early career as a chartered accountant in the 1970’s, Pete’s 
employment history has always revolved around the environment.  He 
is a lifelong naturalist and an experienced and pragmatic 
environmentalist. 
 
He worked for Friends of the Earth from 1976 to 1979; was Director of 
the Centre for Alternative Technology in Machynlleth from 1980 to 
1986; was Director of the Kent Wildlife Trust from 1987 to 1998; and 
was Managing Director of Environment and Regeneration with Kent County Council from 
1998 until he took early retirement in 2007.  He was then lured back to be Director of 
Regeneration at Swale Borough Council.   
 
Pete also lectures on wildlife and the environment aboard cruise ships.  His first degree 
was an MA in English and Philosophy from Aberdeen University, and he also has an MSc 
in Wildlife Conservation from University College London.  
 
In 1990 Pete wrote the ‘Rough Guide to Mediterranean Wildlife’, and co-authored ‘Wild 
Kent’ in 1997. 
 

GEORGE LAMBRICK  
George Lambrick (MA FSA MIFA) is a freelance archaeology and heritage 
consultant having previously been Director of the Council for British 
Archaeology from 1999 to 2004.  Prior to the CBA he worked for the 
Oxford Archaeological Unit for 25 years, having graduated in history from 
Oxford University.  After several years researching late prehistoric 
settlement and environmental change in the Thames Valley at Oxford 
Archaeology, he developed and led their consultancy department from 
1989 to 2004.  He led cultural heritage studies for EIAs of several major 
projects including HS1 (the Channel Tunnel Rail Link), M6 Toll motorway, 
other road schemes, and major housing, commercial, minerals and forestry 

developments.  He was a contributor to the Good Roads Guide (the Highways Agency’s 
environmental design guidelines, forming vol 10 of their Design Manual for Roads and 
Bridges).  He is a co-author of guidance on assessing the cumulative impacts of offshore 
renewable energy projects (COWRIE 2008). 
 
George was co-author of an English Heritage report on piloting historic landscape 
characterisation (1999) and lead author of the Hampshire HLC project (1999).  From 2004 
to 2006 George was closely involved in the Planarch 2 initiative, a European Community 
funded review of cultural heritage coverage in EIAs in NW Europe, for which he was lead 
author for the English study (Lambrick and Hind 2005), and a contributor to the overall 
report (Jones et al 2006).  In 2008 he was co-author of an internal working review for 
English Heritage of Planning Inspectors Reports on cases involving the setting of heritage 
assets and has also prepared a consultative review on approaches to assessing effects on 
the setting of heritage assets for the Institute for Archaeologists (Lambrick 2008).     
 
MARK BAILEY 
Mark graduated with a First Class BSc in Environmental Management from the University 
of Durham and has since continued to work in the environmental sector. As a University 
Research Assistant he worked on ecological research projects, including landscape-scale 



habitat assessments, and a study of human-based impacts on otter populations in the 
Upper Tyne catchment. He worked in a range of capacities in relation to land and habitat 
management, including deer and sheep farming, on a large reserve near Bowes, North 
Pennines. Mark also worked as a Green Spaces Officer within the Planning Department at 
South Bedfordshire District Council.  This focused Mark's work on assessing development 
proposals and impact and seeking appropriate environmental related mitigation and led to 
him securing an MSc in Spatial Planning at Oxford Brookes.  
He has worked at Buckinghamshire County Council for over seven years and is Manager 
of the Natural Environment Team. The Team is leading on county-wide assessments of all 
HS2 proposals and has produced the following reports: Baseline Environment Assessment 
Route 2.5; Baseline Environment Assessment Route 3; Baseline Environment Assessment 
Route 4; Quantifying properties within HS2 blight corridors in Buckinghamshire; HS2 – 
Public Rights of Way report: baseline impacts and associated strategy; and a report 
looking at the current public and environmental benefit values of land adjacent to proposed 
HS2 routes.   
The Team is currently working alongside district partners and the UK's leading landscape 
specialists Land Use Consultants to undertake a 'fine-grain' Landscape Sensitivity Study of 
all HS2 route proposals which will focus on route areas, route corridors and supporting rail 
infrastructure construction.  
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Steve RodrickSteve Rodrick
Chief OfficerChief Officer

Our finest landscapeOur finest landscape
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National Planning PoliciesNational Planning Policies
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
enjoy the same level of protection as enjoy the same level of protection as 
National Parks.National Parks.

There is a presumption against any There is a presumption against any 
damaging development.damaging development.

Development can be considered if it is Development can be considered if it is 
in the national interest and cannot be in the national interest and cannot be 
located elsewhere.located elsewhere.
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An Ancient LandscapeAn Ancient Landscape

Ancient Woodland and Ancient Woodland and 
Abundant WildlifeAbundant Wildlife
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Special Trees and WoodsSpecial Trees and Woods
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Productive FarmlandProductive Farmland

River River MisbourneMisbourne
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ShardeloesShardeloes LakeLake

A Place to EnjoyA Place to Enjoy
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Visitor bring businessVisitor bring business

Buildings and HeritageBuildings and Heritage
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Hidden Archaeology Hidden Archaeology 
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TranquillityTranquillity-- perhaps notperhaps not

But we want But we want 

less noise less noise 
not morenot more
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We are not NIMBYSWe are not NIMBYS

The Chilterns AONB is a The Chilterns AONB is a 
national asset and has national asset and has 

been given national been given national 
protectionprotection

We are its national We are its national 
guardiansguardians

Importance of Scale and FitImportance of Scale and Fit
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ViewshedViewshed

How visible will How visible will 
the railway be?the railway be?

5km radius5km radius

In some places it In some places it 
will be visible will be visible 
from 10 from 10 
kilometreskilometres

Some Unanswered Some Unanswered 
Questions Questions -- so farso far

What will be the impact on:What will be the impact on:
The landscape ?The landscape ?
The historic environment ?The historic environment ?
The aquifer ?The aquifer ?
Public Rights of Way ?Public Rights of Way ?
Wildlife ?Wildlife ?
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More unknownsMore unknowns
Will there be restrictions on farming ?

Will there be restrictions on forestry ?

Will our ancient single track lanes be 
destroyed and replaced two lane highways-
as in Kent

How will local character be conserved and 
restored?

How will the clutter be controlled?

Even More UnknownsEven More Unknowns

How noisy will it be?How noisy will it be?

What will the disruption be like during What will the disruption be like during 
construction?construction?

What will the new structures look like?What will the new structures look like?

How much change will the contractors How much change will the contractors 
demand?demand?

Will we get a say?Will we get a say?
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Before public Before public 
consultation the consultation the 

Government should Government should 
publish a full publish a full 

Environmental Environmental 
Impact Impact 

AssessmentAssessment

Does HS1 provide Does HS1 provide 
any clues ?any clues ?
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What it wonWhat it won’’t look liket look like

What does a high speed What does a high speed 
railway look like?railway look like?
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The Conservation Board The Conservation Board 
opposes any proposal for a opposes any proposal for a 
new railway through the new railway through the 
Chilterns.Chilterns.

The Board does not believe that The Board does not believe that 
there is a proven case that it is there is a proven case that it is 
in the national interest in the national interest --
economic or environmentaleconomic or environmental

Will there be national Will there be national 
environmental benefits ?environmental benefits ?

There is a legally binding target on the UK to There is a legally binding target on the UK to 
reduce carbon emissions by 80% by 2050.reduce carbon emissions by 80% by 2050.

HS2 Ltd conclusion is that overall carbon HS2 Ltd conclusion is that overall carbon 
emissions are likely to be neutral.emissions are likely to be neutral.

HS2 will increase emissions but hopes to HS2 will increase emissions but hopes to 
offset against reduced aviation emissionsoffset against reduced aviation emissions
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HS2 Ltd forecast a 178% increase in HS2 Ltd forecast a 178% increase in 
domestic flights domestic flights 
then assumed it would capture a high then assumed it would capture a high 
proportion of this market. proportion of this market. 
This projection fails to take into account the This projection fails to take into account the 
decline in the domestic aviation market decline in the domestic aviation market --
carbon emissions savings have been carbon emissions savings have been 
exaggeratedexaggerated..

The case is largely built The case is largely built 
on capturing the internal on capturing the internal 
aviation market BUTaviation market BUT

Will it end internal flights ?Will it end internal flights ?
Domestic aviation traffic to Heathrow has Domestic aviation traffic to Heathrow has 
been in decline for several years been in decline for several years -- it is a it is a 
shrinking marketshrinking market

Rail already has 80% of the ManchesterRail already has 80% of the Manchester--
London MarketLondon Market

Airlines serving Glasgow and Edinburgh Airlines serving Glasgow and Edinburgh 
will still compete on time and pricewill still compete on time and price

Vacant Heathrow short haul slots will be Vacant Heathrow short haul slots will be 
filled by long haul flights filled by long haul flights 
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Will it end short haul Will it end short haul 
flights to Europe?flights to Europe?

““ Under any scenario the number of Under any scenario the number of 
international passengers on HS2 is international passengers on HS2 is 
likely to be fairly limitedlikely to be fairly limited””

HS2 Ltd Report HS2 Ltd Report -- Section 3.8.12Section 3.8.12

Carbon EmissionsCarbon Emissions

Emissions per passenger will be at Emissions per passenger will be at 
least double what they are now on the least double what they are now on the 
West Coast Main Line.West Coast Main Line.

They will be three times if the trains run They will be three times if the trains run 
at 360 kph rather than 300kphat 360 kph rather than 300kph

90% of passengers will have switched 90% of passengers will have switched 
from less polluting forms of transport from less polluting forms of transport 
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Dominic Grieve MPDominic Grieve MP
““If we were to win the election  we would If we were to win the election  we would 

go back to the drawing board as far as go back to the drawing board as far as 
my party in concerned.my party in concerned.””

Value for Money?Value for Money?

Each minute saved on the journey Each minute saved on the journey 
between Birmingham and London between Birmingham and London 

will cost :will cost :

££540,000,000540,000,000
What else can we do with What else can we do with 

££35 billion?35 billion?
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TodayToday’’s children, s children, 
tomorrow's HS2 tomorrow's HS2 
customers??customers??

If the objective is high If the objective is high 
speed, low cost and low speed, low cost and low 
environmental impact environmental impact 
communication, there is communication, there is 
an alternativean alternative
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What was IT like in 1994?What was IT like in 1994?

Imagine what IT will do Imagine what IT will do 
for us by 2026 for us by 2026 
and beyond  and beyond  
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Buckinghamshire Stakeholder 
Summit

15th October 2010

Sir Brian Briscoe, Chairman
High Speed Two Ltd
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Why High Speed Rail?

• Capacity 
– New line, ultimately up to 18 

trains per hour
– 400m-long trains
– Each train could carry up to 

1100 passengers
• Speed and connectivity

– speeds up to 250 mph; at 
opening up to 225 mph 

– London to Birmingham in 49 
mins

• Low carbon economy
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Benefits of HS2

• Up to 30 minutes faster 
journey

• Reduce over-crowding on 
WCML

• Boost economy across the 
regions

• More capacity on regional 
services 

• 8% shift of travellers from 
both road and air to rail 

• Regeneration at stations
• Benefits of £2 for every £1 

of government spending
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Narrowing down the route 
options

• Considered journey time, 
environmental impacts, and 
cost

• Divided route into shorter 
sections and compared routes 
in pairs

• Did not pursue easterly routes 
avoiding Chilterns because 
longer, and needed 
substantial tunnelling and 
demolition

• 3 feasible routes; preferred 
route best in journey time, 
cost, and similar to others in
sustainability
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Our recommended scheme

• City centre stations at London Euston and Birmingham Fazeley Street
• Interchange stations at                                         

Old Oak Common                                                  
and Birmingham Airport

• Recommended route leaves 
London at Ruislip, tunnels from
M25 to South Heath, and 
approaches Birmingham 
between Coventry and Kenilworth

• Y network extension north to                                    
Manchester and Leeds 
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Mitigation of impacts

• Route alignment
• Tunnelling in Inner London and the Chilterns 
• Earthworks and planting so line fits landscape
• Technological advances in train design, noise 

barriers and earthworks would abate noise
• Code of Construction Practice to manage 

temporary impacts
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Appraisal of Sustainability

• Appraisal of Sustainability to be published for 
consultation, will show:
– choices which informed route selection
– assessment of the impacts e.g. noise maps
– method adopted 

• Would feed into design and development of the 
route
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Exceptional Hardship 
Scheme

• Panel reviews applications, makes 
recommendations to Government

• Around 70 applications so far
• First decisions sent out last week
• Recruiting for members of permanent panel
• Replaced by statutory blight provisions when 

and if Government decides to go ahead
– details of additional compensation scheme also being 

considered
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Next steps

• Route for consultation announced late autumn 2010 
• Consultation in early 2011:

– strategic case for high speed rail
– London to West Midlands route

• Government decision on way forward after consultation 
late 2011

• More detailed design and Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA)

• Hybrid Bill 
• Earliest possible start of enabling works around 2015  
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Next steps - engagement

• Co-ordinated engagement with responsible 
county and district authorities
– information exchange
– agree minimum environmental requirements
– agree approach to mitigation
– agree Code of Construction Practice
– consider assurances and undertakings

• Would lead to formulation of planning regime for 
Hybrid Bill



HS1 – Experiences from Kent.
Damage limitation or 

maximising the opportunity ?

Pete Raine

Director, Kent Wildlife Trust 1989 – 1998
(But more recently, Kent County Council and 

Swale Borough Council)



Channel Tunnel .  Planning 1984‐7, construction 1988 ‐ 1994......  £4.7 bn



Kitchen table proposals but finally , a sensible route.  Planning 
process 1988 – 1996, construction 1997 – 2007.  £5.2bn.



Construction impact through the Weald......................



..................trace cut through ancient woodlands..............



..............and chalk downlands.



Kent section opened 2003.  Reducing journey times, and international flights.



...and one man’s blot on the landscape is another’s engineering triumph!



Lessons learnt from CTRL

•Take the early deals
•Work in partnership
•Don’t panic about spoil and transport
•Don’t let the environment be an excuse for 
NIMBYism
•Look for win/wins
•Expect survey surprises
•Enjoy the day in court – but don’t expect to win
•Cultivate personal relationships



Thanks for listening

Good luck !



George Lambrick Archaeology and Heritage Consultancy

HS1 to HS2:   experiences and lessons from assessing HS1 to HS2:   experiences and lessons from assessing 
effects on the historic environmenteffects on the historic environment

George George LambrickLambrick
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HS1 Lessons for heritage:  Historic Landscape

• Historic Character not used 
strategically to identify wider 
sensitivity in route planning

• Clear recognition of 
historically sensitive areas

• BUT methods of 
characterisation, 
assessment of significance 
and impacts not fully 
developed

• Historic parks – registered 
and not – often very 
sensitive for multiple 
reasons (landscape, wildlife, 
heritage, water etc)

– Cobham Park adjacent 
to A2

– unregistered Boxley
valley parkland
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HS1 Lessons for heritage:  
Historic Townscape

• Strategic study to inform historic 
sensitivity of different approach 
routes to St Pancras and 
Waterloo

• Character mapping of St Pancras 
area correctly predicted 
transformation of historic 
character 

• BUT like historic landscape, 
assessment methods not fully 
developed or given much weight

• Cultural sensitivity of St Pancras 
as a location in classic films not 
assessed (raised in Parliamentary 
process) 
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HS1 Lessons for heritage:  
Historic Buildings
• HS1 blight effects 

– Historic village S Darenth (Kent) 
and 19C Warwick Gardens 
(London) sold up on previous route 

– Alongside M20 several empty 
listed houses had their roofs stolen

• Alignment challenges
– Specific choice to demolish a 19th

century model farm rather than 
medieval timber framed farmhouse

– Different railway curvature 
following M20 meant several 
buildings sandwiched 

• Proximity to some listed buildings 
meant they became unviable – several 
moved because of intrusion on setting, 
not landtake

• Find use and obtain planning consent 
for relocation of buildings BEFORE 
demolition   
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HS1:  Mersham Church Manor and CA – cut and cover tunnel

Bridge House 
moved

Church and 
Manor House

Forstal
(historic dairy 
farm)

Historic relationship and 
setting partly restored

HS1 follows 19th 
century railway
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• Vertical and horizontal alignment allows very 
limited scope for avoiding 

– Knock-on effects over several kms
– Retaining walls very expensive   

• Expect the unexpected
– Complete field evaluation as early as 

possible (access to private land)
– Integrate archaeology very fully and 

early into construction programme

• Risk of delay FAR more serious cost than 
doing archaeology 

– Focus especially on areas early in 
programme (eg service diversions)

• Mobilise integrated archaeological team
– Ensure intellectual coherence of 

research that is possible
– Publicise results and plan early for 

academic publication 
– Consider museum implications (PPS5)

HS1 Lessons of key impacts for heritage:  Archaeology
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• Detailed alignment of 
alternative routes NOT 
published to prevent 
unnecessary blight 
problems such as occurred 
with HS1 

• HS2 preferred route and 
compensation proposals 
published March 2010 

• Refined preferred route 
September 2010 with 
some significant changes 

• Compensation scheme 
confirmed

Early planning and compensation:  HS2
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Constraint Sensitivity Status of Heritage Designations

• World Heritage Sites 5

• Scheduled Monuments 4

• Listed Buildings
– LB Grade I: of outstanding architectural or historic interest 5/4
– LB Grade II*: particularly significant of more than local interest 4
– LB Grade II: of special architectural or historic interest 3

• Registered Parks and Gardens
– RPG Grade I: of outstanding landscape and historic interest 5/4
– RPG Grade II*: particularly significant landscape and historic interest 4/3
– RPG Grade II: of special landscape and historic interest 3/2
– Gardens and Designed Landscapes (Scotland) 3

• Registered Battlefields 4/3

• London Protected views (many of Grade I II* buildings and WHS) 3

• Conservation Areas 2

• Areas of archaeological interest (as identified by LPA) 2
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Overall Constraints
• Mapping of sensitivity grading only for 

highest sensitivity designations

• BUT 
– Heavily reliant on selection and 

grading of designations (eg CAs
score low)

– Emphasis on point data of 
designations, not cumulative 
sensitivity of landscape and 
townscape character

– Strategic relation to other intrusive 
infrastructure unclear

• Not clear what factors weighed most in 
route selection

– Cost?
– Avoiding environmental sensitivity?
– Following existing transport 

corridors? 
– Choices where constraints have 

equal sensitivity grades?   
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Indicative heritage impacts (summary by Sandy Kidd Bucks CC)

• Amersham: cutting and tunnel entrance could affect the setting of the CA.

• Fleet Marston: cuts through Roman Akeman Street beside a large Roman settlement.

• Great Missenden: cuts through Grims Ditch (SM) and adjacent to medieval enclosure.

• Hartwell: cuts through Hartwell grade II* historic park, 350m from Hartwell House (grade I) 
might destroy grade II listed Glebe House.

• Hyde End: cuts through Hyde Farm, a grade II listed medieval building

• Twywell: 120m from the grade I listed church and even closer to the grade II vicarage.

• Shardloes Park: 1.2 km cut through the grade II* historic park adjacent to a RB site.

• Stoke Mandeville: passes through the site of St.Mary’s Church and deserted village

• Waddesdon: affects the setting of the village conservation area and registered park

• AND unknown and unrecognised features and places of local or greater historic interest:    
total impacts likely to increase very substantially with detailed study – esp. archaeology

• AND ALSO wider significant effects on historic character of areas
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Historic Settlement and 
Landscape Character
• Settlement pattern is key to the 

historic character of the landscape, 
closely related to patterns of fields, 
woods, commons, parks etc  

• Historical patterns of landholding 
and land use determined the 
distribution and form of settlement

• Historic character is a significant 
part of landscape sensitivity and 
whether an alignment can be found 
that avoids sensitive places 

• HS2 crosses major ‘provinces’ of 
different settlement pattern

• No indication that development of 
HS2 preferred route has attempted 
to assess sensitivity of historic 
landscape   
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Bucks Historic Landscape Character: 1 

Constraints Map:

Red: very high

Orange: very high 

Yellow: high
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Bucks Historic Landscape Character: 2 

Constraints Map:

Red: very high

Orange: v high? 

Yellow: high
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Historic Environment  
sensitivity 

• M11 corridor study pilot study 
to relative sensitivity to large 
scale development 

– 675km2 Hertfordshire and 
Essex

– Mixed urban and rural 
area

– Varying historic character 
and survival

– 250,000 - 500,000 new 
homes

– Major new transport 
infrastructure (M11 & 
Stansted Airport)

• Based on both character and 
designations point data
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Possible questions about appraisal to date
• Should the Command Paper have been accompanied by a formal SEA?

– Non-technical summary of AoS:  sought to apply the principles of the European SEA Directive. 
– SEA Directive specific requirements for contents of an SEA report – including NTS
– Government has chosen only to publish the AoS NTS, not the full report

• Detailed application and methods not published – so these views very impressionistic!

• Scope of cultural heritage 
– Point data not wider historic character?
– Current values of heritage significances?
– Cumulative sensitivities (hotspots of multiple interests)?
– Issues of setting? 

• Approach
– Sensitivity ratings? (eg CAs can be of international importance) 
– Full range of possible impacts and potential significance? 
– Interactions of different interests (eg historic value of habitats)? 
– Iterative process of assessing significance of effects relative to choices of alignment?
– Balance of different constraints, costs etc? 

• Has the environmental appraisal been commensurate with level of engineering detail? 
– Strategic analysis to help inform route choices? 
– Engineering more detailed than environmental assessment to date?
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Overall key points
• Blight/ compensation 

issues need balance 
in openness of factual 
information vs. need 
to limit blight

• Issue of possible 
legal need for SEA?

• Strategic route 
planning in context of 
overall sensitivity

• Over-reliance on 
scoring methods and 
designation grades 
not conducive to 
sensitive assessment 

• Historic aspects of 
environment key part 
of quality of places



Mark Bailey 
Natural Environment Team

Buckinghamshire Landscape 
Information System (BLIS) 

A tool for predicting and assessing impacts on 
the environment and landscape 



What is the Buckinghamshire Landscape Information System?

A new computer-based resource 
Developed by the Council over the past 3 years
Holds Buckinghamshire’s records for environment, ecology, historic landscape and public access 
Allows rapid and detailed assessment of the county’s natural and historic assets

How can it be used?  What are the benefits? 

Provides fast and accurate access to information (at all resolutions)
Allows a range of different data to be brought together for analysis 
An aid for better understanding... Supports informed decision making
A tool for monitoring change (e.g. climate change, land-use) 
A tool for assessing options and impacts 
A tool for identifying opportunities and mitigation



Biodiversity
Protected Species
Grassland Inventory
Biodiversity Opportunity Mapping
Wetland Inventory
BAP Priority Habitats
Protected Species
SSSIs
Local Wildlife Sites
Roadside Nature Reserves
Special Areas of Conservation
Woodland
Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland
Planted Ancient Woodland

Archaeology/historic environment 
Archaeological Notification Sites
Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Listed Buildings
Conservation Areas
Regional  parks and gardens
Local Landscape Areas
Historic Landscape Character
Historic Landscape Zones
Historic Town Character
Historic Urban Zones
Physiographic

Main BLIS datasets:
Topographical (land form)

Geology
Soils
Rivers
Drainage
Landuse
Local Geological Sites

Landscape
Areas of attractive landscape
Aylesbury Vale Landscape Character 
Assessment (LCA) 
Wycombe District LCA (underway)
Chiltern District LCA (underway)
South Bucks LCA (underway)
Tranquillity

Access/ recreation
Rights of Way
Open Access Land
Common Land
Village Greens
Recreation
Parks
Green Spaces
Strategic Green Infrastructure



Just four examples of BLIS datasets:

Historic Environment Biodiversity TranquillityGeology



Biodiversity, habitats and land use survey

Assessing data sets… Classifies land, features and 
management practice according to 
over 460 descriptions.

e.g. Grassland has 21 types
Acid grassland; Lowland dry acid grassland
Inland dunes; Other lowland dry acid grassland
Upland acid grassland; Calcareous grassland
Lowland calcareous grassland; Semi-natural dry 
grasslands; Upland calcareous grassland; 
Alpine and subalpine calcareous; Species rich 
Nardus grassland; Neutral grassland;
Lowland meadows; Lowland hay meadows 
(Alopecurus pratensis); Other lowland hay meadow
Upland hay meadow; Other neutral grassland;
Improved grassland; Probably improved grassland;
Possible unimproved grassland.

e.g. Arable and horticulture has 16 
types
Grass and grass-clover leys; Cereal crops; Non-
cereal crops including woody crops; Intensively 
managed orchards; Withy beds; Vineyards; 
Game crops; Miscanthus; Other non-cereal crops; 
Freshly ploughed; Whole field fallow; Arable 
headland; Uncultivated strip; Arable field margins, 
Other arable headland; Uncultivated strip; Freshly 
harvested stubble; Other arable/horticulture



Historic Environment Record (Archaeological sites, monuments, historic buildings)

Historic Landscape Characterisation and Historic Towns Project

Assessing data sets…



Tranquillity Mapping

Assessing data sets…

Assessment of landscape - based on people’s positive and negative 
sensory experiences

Developed on behalf of the Campaign for the Protection of Rural 
England (CPRE).

For more information on tranquillity visit:
http://www.cpre.org.uk

What is tranquillity?
Perceived links to nature
Positive features in the landscape
Importance of wildlife
Peace, quiet and calm

What is not tranquillity?
Disruptive behaviour of other people
Noise, especially vehicles
Overt signs of human development (negative features in 
landscape)



Assessing HS2 Proposals

Update on the work completed to date:

3 x HS2 Baseline Environmental Assessments*

Quantifying properties within HS2 blight corridors in Buckinghamshire*

HS2 – Public Rights of Way report: baseline impacts and associated strategy*

Next steps: 

Ecosystem Services Assessment

County-wide Landscape Character Assessment

HS2 Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 

HS2 Environmental and Landscape Mitigation

*For more detail visit:
http://www.buckscc.gov.uk/bcc/transport/high_speed_2.page



HS2 Baseline Environment 
Assessments

Example shown: Route 3

Provides a full audit of environmental, historical and 
landscape features in relation to HS2.  

Uses a 2 km route corridor (1km buffer) to identify 
‘direct’ and ‘in-direct’ impact potentials.

Route data provided by HS2 Ltd and includes 
engineering methods

Findings are produced in a report with each page 
representing 1km of each route.



HS2 Baseline Environment 
Assessments

Map plotting includes:

Statutory and non-statutory sites and species 

Archaeology 

Rights of Way and Access Land 

BAP priority habitats 

Areas of attractive landscape



Example output:
Route 3 (preferred)
Map 26 – Bishopstone/Hartwell

Associated impacts include:

Associated impacts include:
Through ‘Archaeological Notification Site’
(Iron Age/Roman)
Through ‘Registered Parks and Gardens’
Through ‘Conservation Area
Through ‘Area of Attractive Landscape’
Close proximity to a Biological Notification 
Site
Close proximity to 4 Protected Species 
records

Light Green = ‘Embankment’
Purple = ‘Cutting’
Dark Red = ‘Viaduct





Quantifying properties
within HS2 blight corridors
in Buckinghamshire

Developed with HS2 Action Alliance
A first glance audit of postcode properties falling within 
distance zones (250m graduations).

Classifies properties within 4 route categories:

1. Tunnel
2. Viaduct
3. Embankment, ‘at grade’, widening of existing rail
4. Cutting and retained wall



Showing detail only for Route 3 and data up to a 750m buffer (1500m corridor) 



3,300km network of public rights 
Considerable economic asset 
Key element within tourism sector
High amenity value, ‘health agenda’
Access to the countryside and quiet 
enjoyment 
Routes to school, work
‘Multi-user network’ walking, horses, cycling…

All HS2 routes impact on the prehistoric 
National Trail: The Ridgeway “Britain’s Oldest 
Road”
All routes impact on the promoted rote: The 
Chiltern Way

HS2 – Public Rights of Way report: 
baseline impacts and associated 
strategy



Severance and impacts to the ROW network as a result of 
proposals for HS2 Route 3 (preferred route)

Corridor Footpath Bridleway Byway or 
Restricted 
byway

TOTAL

Directly 
severed 67 11 1 79

Affected 
within 
200m 
corridor

123 28 1 152

Affected 
within 
500m 
corridor

250 40 3 293

Affected 
within 
1000m 
corridor

374 66 9 449



HS2 Ecosystem Services Assessment
Uses methodology developed by the North West Green Infrastructure 
Unit and The Mersey Forest.

An Ecosystem Services approach:
Provides a higher recognition of environmental value
Recognises that natural resources bring a multitude 
of economic and social benefits 
Raises the issue that many services are ‘provided 
free’ and that they are not properly valued or have a 
‘real’ cost.

Ecosystem Services are grouped into four main benefit 
categories:

Provision e.g. food and water
Regulation e.g. control of climate and disease
Supporting e.g. nutrient cycling
Cultural e.g. recreational, cultural

Next steps…



Landscape Character Assessment

Land Use Consultants have been commissioned to undertake a 
landscape character assessment of Chiltern, South Bucks and 
High Wycombe District. 

What is a Landscape Character Assessment?
Process of identifying and describing variations in the character of 
the landscape 

Information is then used to assist in managing change in the 
landscape. 

It covers the whole landscape and looks at the elements that 
makes one landscape different from another, rather than better or 
worse. 

It categorises landscape into types and character areas.

Next steps…



Landscape Character SENSITIVITY to HS2 Proposals

The work will also include an 
assessment of Landscape 
Sensitivity to all HS2 
proposals within Chiltern, 
Wycombe and South Bucks 
Districts

This will assess the degree to 
which landscape can respond 
to a particular type of change.  

‘Sensitivity to change’ is 
highlighted according to 
classifications of areas of high, 
moderate and low sensitivity 
(red, amber, green).

Landscape sensitivity map for a wind turbine proposal:

Next steps…



Landscape Character Sensitivity to HS2 proposals 

A landscape sensitivity study follows 5 steps.  

It considers:

1. What is important about the landscape and why?
2. What might happen/change due to HS2?
3. What is the desired strategy for the landscape?
4. How does change proposals fit with the desired 

landscape?
5. How can landscape positively inform change? 

(guidance on location, design, mitigation).



Landscape Character Sensitivity to HS2 proposals 

A landscape sensitivity judgement and map 
based on HS2 proposals

Guidance to inform change

A robust baseline to feed into the statutory 
requirement on HS2 to undertake a 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
(LVIA)

Outputs …



What next?  

To ‘deepen’ the work undertaken so far.

To provide a robust approach to establishing mitigation - with realistic values for 
environmental and landscape impact 

And, in the event of Government decision to proceed, to utilise current work to help 
influence the ‘very best options’ for reducing impacts by design and engineering   

Thank you.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE'S NATURAL ENVIRONMENT TEAM... 
Delivering services that are vital for people, prosperity and wildlife. 



Local Action Groups’ Update 

Bluespace Thinking Ltd: 
http://www.bluespacethinking.com/ 
 
Bluespace Thinking Ltd have submitted a paper to the Transport Select Committee Inquiry 
on Transportation and the Economy and Malcolm Griffiths has been asked to give verbal 
evidence to the Committee on the 19th Oct (to be confirmed).  
 
The paper and other work Bluespace Thinking Ltd have carried out clearly identifies the 
flaws in the HS2 Ltd Demand Analysis with a very significant impact to the business case.  
 
Following dialogue with the DfT (and to a limited extent HS2) there is evidence to suggest 
that the technical people involved know that the analysis is flawed. The DfT have 
confirmed in writing that it is not in accordance with the recommendations of their 
technical/academic advisers but explain that this is because the Secretary of State has not 
approved revised analysis guidance that has been available since Aug 2009.   
 
Chilterns Conservation Board: 
http://www.chilternsaonb.org/ 

• Raising public awareness (talks, web pages, articles, work with media) 
• Written to all members of Parliament 
• Meetings with local MPs 
• Meeting with Secretary of State 
• Convening co-ordinating group in the Chilterns 
• Preparing Viewshed analysis - visual impact maps - have commissioned Reading 

University 
• Field survey of route 
• Close liaison with HS2 Action Alliance and other local action groups 

 
Chiltern Society: 
www.chilternsociety.org.uk 
 
Chiltern Society Position on HS2: 
The Society’s Board of Trustees recently confirmed that, while it remains opposed to any 
high speed rail route across the Chilterns and believes the business case for the HS2 Ltd 
proposals is unsound, it is not against the concept of high speed rail in principle, although 
it believes the national case remains unproven. 
 
HS2 related activity since June 2010 
 
Chiltern Society’s Campaign Action Group: 
 

• Organised two well attended protest walks along the HS2 Ltd preferred route on 11 
September. The 8 mile walk from Amersham to Great Missenden attracted 80 
walkers and the shorter 2 mile walk attracted about 100. The former linked into the 
HS2 Information Day organised by others in Great Missenden. 

• Managed HS2 awareness stalls at a number of local fairs and events. 
• Commenced a monthly email newsletter to CS members and others who have 

offered volunteer services for the HS2 project. 
• Continued to distribute leaflets and posters to a number of areas. 



• Conducted first survey of CS members views on HS2 Ltd proposals (560 
respondents). 

• Prepared photographic slideshow of landscapes along the HS2 Ltd preferred route. 
 
 
Chiltern Society’s Technical Action Group: 
 

• Met with HS2 Ltd to discuss route strategy issues and a technical paper produced 
by a CS team member on dynamic and environmental issues arising from very high 
speed rail travel. Presentation on the latter was well received by HS2’s Chief 
Engineer, who requested more elaboration/questions. 

• Background paper by CS trustee Alison Doggett on the special characteristics of 
the ancient Chilterns countryside submitted to HS2 Ltd and to local MPs. Copy 
given to SoS Hammond following local meeting. Will appear on Society website 
next week. 

• Paper by the Society’s Geological Adviser (Haydon Bailey)  about concerns arising 
from the geology and hydrology of the ground through which preferred route would 
be tunnelled sent to HS2 Ltd, local MPs, Environment Agency and two local water 
utilities. Wider release planned shortly. 

• One team has been conducting review of alternative routes proposed by various 
others. 

• Working with CCB and others on landscape and environmental impact issues. 
 
HS2 Action Alliance:  
http://www.hs2actionalliance.org/ 
 
Since the June HS2 Business Summit Conference, where HS2AA presented a critique of 
the HS2 business case and the need to look at the alternatives to HS2, HS2 AA have: 
  

• Business case: continued to raise the profile of the flaws in the HS2 business case 
and the need to focus on the alternatives to HS2 prepared by Atkins for DfT (eg in 
the press, in meetings and e-mail exchanges with DfT and HS2 Ltd, on 
radio/TV/blogs and with other opinion formers eg Taxpayers Alliance and railway 
commentators such as Christian Wolmar (who has come out in support of our work 
in Rail magazine).  We have had some recent successes, particularly in the trade 
press (see website)  

• 6 myths: widened the debate to cover other key areas. We have promoted our 
concerns under the headline of 'derailing the myths about HS2'. All Tory MPs have 
also received it. A letter giving the detailed facts and our justification for challenging 
each myth was sent to Philip Hammond in August.  The latest version of the 
detailed justification is on the HS2AA website. We are now expanding this in the 
context of the recent government focus on wider economic benefits and how HS2 is 
claimed to rebalance the economy (the north-south divide)  

• Spending Review: specifically focused on the HS2 issues for the spending review 
and written to the Chancellor to ensure the Treasury is also aware of the true facts 
on the business case  

• Philip Hammond: met and raised issues with Philip Hammond when he visited the 
chilterns route (when he agreed to revisit the basis of the key time-saving benefits 
calculation) and debated issues with him the following day in the Daily Politics show  

• Transport Select Committee: produced a paper and had our submission accepted 
for their current Inquiry into Transport and Economic Growth.  The submission 



challenges the DfT assessment basis for selecting transport projects and uses HS2 
to expose the deficiencies  

• Opinion formers: we have been meeting with individuals and organisations who 
may be in a position to support our case eg academics who can provide robust and 
respected evidence.  

• Compensation: we have presented our case again to HS2 Ltd on the next 
compensation scheme (that applies from if/when any route is announced). The fact 
that blight is a real problem was recognised at the EHS consultation, where 84% of 
responses supported HS2AA proposals and over 60% of all the Council and other 
bodies that responded. We are having constructive discussions. We also continue 
to monitor progress with current EHS scheme  

• Property Blight Report: following our first report that we prepared and submitted to 
HS2 Ltd (that showed our evidence on blight and its causes eg how the institutions 
were responding to HS2 (lenders, surveyors, solicitors etc) we identified further 
work to help substantiate the case.  Some has already been most helpfully done by 
councils eg BCC and further work is now under discussion.  

• Consultation: we objected to the EHS consultation process (on the basis of bias in 
the published analysis and substantial omissions, including our own formal 
response and property blight report). Initially our objections were overruled but after 
a detailed formal letter of objection the DfT agreed there had been a mistake 
and some corrections have now been made.   

• Newsletters: we produced our first newsletter (July) and the next is currently being 
prepared.  Fundraising is high on the agenda of future activities, as is the 
importance of debating the principle of HS2 now (given that the consultation 
process is not a vehicle for debate).     

Wendover HS2: 
http://www.wendoverhs2.org/ 
 
Wendover HS2’s main activity has been to finalise the Business Group's very detailed 
analysis of the HS2 Business Case, which has been sent to Philip Hammond, George 
Osborne and the Buckinghamshire MPs, among others.  It attracted some limited media 
attention, with coverage on Sky News, ITV Meridian and in the local press.  
 
Representatives were able to attend the meeting arranged by Rt Hon David Lidington MP 
with the Secretary of State for Transport, Phil Hammond.  The outcome was disappointing, 
but has been well reported in the media and on David Liddington’s website. 
 
Wendover HS2 have also launched a fund raising campaign, associated with a local 
petition and leaflet distribution.  They are looking to approach selected individuals for an 
immediate contribution, but also for a commitment to contribute further funds should the 
need arise for professional fees. 
 
Currently Wendover HS2 are preparing for the Spending Review announcements on 20th 
October (Comprehensive Spending Review), and the announcement of the detailed route 
"in the autumn" as promised by Mr Hammond.  We also need to decide how to proceed in 
light of Mr Hammond's apparent rejection of all the concerns raised.   
 
Wendover HS2 will be represented at the HS2 briefings arranged for 14th October, at the 
HS2AA meeting in Amersham on the evening of 14th, and at the Lobby Day on 25th. 



REALITY 

“UK lacks a fast  
national railway network”

“HS2 will deliver wider  
economic benefits to  
the regions”

“HS2 is a sound  
investment”

“Only a new railway  
can solve the rail  
capacity problem”
 

“HS2 will eliminate  
domestic air travel”

“HS2 is ‘green’ – it’s part of 
the low carbon economy”

NO – Even DfT say it doesn’t reduce 
CO2 emissions, but is ‘broadly neutral’ 
(and HS2 Ltd’s sums flatter HS2). 
360km/h trains use more than twice  
the power of 200km/h trains. 

84% of journeys on HS2 will indisputably 
create more emissions – all new journeys 
(27%) and those switching from conven-
tional rail (57%).

A showcase transport investment should 
contribute to our target to reduce  
emissions by 80% by 2050.

NO – HS2 Ltd say there are benefits 
(worth £3.6bn) but this is mainly from 
additional local transport using freed-up 
existing capacity – not faster connectivity. 

The redistributive effects will benefit 
London – not the regions. DfT’s  
assumptions mean trips to London  
will grow at 3 times the rate of those 
from London to the regions – taking 
money from the regions to London.

NO – Commercially it loses money: it has 
£25.5bn of extra costs, but only £15bn of 
extra fares. The economic justification  
depends on greatly overestimated time-
saving benefits eg. all time on trains is 
assumed to be wasted.

The case is driven by huge (267%)  
projected increases in demand. HS2 Ltd 
say if demand drops more than 20% below 
forecast, the benefit to subsidy ratio is 
under 2 (the minimum acceptable).

The cost of damaging the environment and 
property blight is excluded. 

NO – An extra 65% capacity can be 
gained with just additional rolling  
stock on WCML and there is massive 
potential on Chiltern Railways. These 
improvements come without disruption.

Also DfT’s own alternative to HS2  
(Rail Package 2) de-bottlenecks WCML, 
delivering the capacity by running more 
and longer trains (for just £2bn) and  
gives a better (3.63) NBR* than HS2 (2.7).

Everything can be done incrementally 
against need – not relying on long-term 
forecasts.                * NBR = Net Benefit Ratio

NO – To get enough modal shift from 
air travel (8% of HS2 journeys) HS2 Ltd 
project a 178% increase in domestic  
air by 2033 – but this assumes a third 
runway at Heathrow. 

Growth in domestic air is between places 
poorly connected by surface transport.

Domestic air traffic for London is actually 
declining, including with the NW and 
Scottish Lowlands.

Opportunities to displace air travel by 
HS2 have been reducing, not increasing. 

NO – The UK, unlike Europe, has had 
a fast national railway network for a  
long time. 

As Sir Rod Eddington said, the UK has  
extensive fast inter-city services.  
We already have quicker rail journey 
times between the capital and the five 
largest cities than in other major West 
European countries: averaging 145 mins 
in UK; 151 mins Spain; 184 mins Italy; 
221 mins France; and 244 mins Germany.

HS2 Action Alliance Ltd., The Red House, 10 Market Square, 
Old Amersham, Buckinghamshire HP7 0DQ

NOT CONVINCED? FIND THE FACTS AT:
www.hs2actionalliance.org
Contact us: info@hs2actionalliance.org

Call: 01494 773 436 

‘The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie - deliberate, contrived    and dishonest - but the myth - persistent, persuasive, and unrealistic’      
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Analysis of feedback forms from HS2 Stakeholder Summit: 
Environmental Impacts 
 
We received 41 feedback forms from the event. In general the feedback was very positive.   
 
Venue - the feedback on the venue was extremely positive, the average score being 1.2 
which is extremely close to ‘very good’.  
 

Rating of the Venue

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

 
 
HS2 Ltd’s presentation – the feedback for the presentation from Sir Brian Briscoe from 
HS2 Ltd was mixed. It appears from the feedback comments that HS2 Ltd had incorrect 
slides and delegates felt that questions were not answered fully.   
 

Rating of HS2 Ltd's Presentation

Very good
Good 
Average 
Poor

 
 
Department for Transport presentation – the feedback for the presentation from the 
Department for Transport was again mixed. Comments suggest that it would have been 
preferable to have a Minister present as it would have provided a more balanced approach 
to the whole Summit. Low scores may reflect disagreement with the points in the update. 

 



Rating of Department for Transport Presentation

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

 
 

Q&A session – The Q&A session scored fairly well with an average of 1.78 which is a 
higher satisfaction score than the last Summit and shows an average score between ‘very 
good’ and ‘good’.  Comments again suggest that delegates would have appreciated more 
time for questions and answers 

 
Rating of the Q&A Session

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

 
 

Steve Rodrick’s presentation – many of the delegates rated Steve Rodrick’s 
presentation as ‘very good’. In particular Steve’s narrative style of presentation was 
praised.  

 

Rating of Steve Rodrick's Presentation

Very good

Good

Average

Poor

 



Pete Raine’s presentation – With an average score of 1.44 Pete Raine’s presentation 
was extremely highly rated by the delegates with the majority of those who returned 
feedback sheets rating his presentation as ‘very good’. 
 

Rating of Pete Raine's Presentation

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

 
 

George Lambrick’s Presentation – many of the delegates felt that George’s presentation 
was good and an average score of 2.10 reflects this rating.  

 
Rating of George Lambrick's Presentation

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

 
 

BLIS presentation by Mark Bailey – With an average score of 1.52 Mark’s presentation 
is on the boarder line between ‘very good’ and ‘good’. Comments suggest that delegates 
felt that the technical detail was very interesting but that they will need time to fully 
understand how useful a tool it will be. 
 

Rating of Mark Bailey Presentation on BLIS

Very good
Good
Average
Poor

 
 



Table 1: The average result to the question ‘how would you rate the following?  

Venue  
HS2 Ltd's 

presentation 
DfT 

Presentation
Q&A 

Session
Steve 

Rodrick
Pete 

Raine
George 

Lambrick 

Mark 
Bailey on 

BLIS

1.19 2.35 2.85 1.78 1.40 1.44 2.10 1.52
(1-Very Good, 2-Good, 3-Average, 4-Poor) 
 
 
Another Summit – There was strong support for another Summit to talk about the 
process of Public Consultation; with most delegates feeling that it would be ‘Very 
beneficial’ to have another summit.  
 
Overall Satisfaction – this was very high with an average score of 1.33 being given 
therefore showing that most delegates were ‘very satisfied’ with the event. The overall net 
satisfaction for the Summit was 100%. 

 




